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We develop a novel approah to hide the senders and the reeivers of messages. Theintuition is taken from an everyday ativity that hides the \ommuniation pattern" { thepubli transportation system. For example, a traveler that takes buses from one plae toanother remains anonymous, and it is hard to trae him. Metaphorially, we onsider thepiees of information that senders send to reeivers as passengers. There are \buses," i.e.,messages, traveling on the network, and eah piee of information is alloated a seat withina bus. The sender and reeiver are modeled as bus stations. Our aim is to simulate thismetaphor in the digital world while keeping the anonymity of the sender and reeiver. Inmost of our protools we also hide the information that a message is sent, that is, hide thenumber of passengers on eah bus.Previous work. One of the �rst works to onsider the problem of hiding the ommunia-tion pattern in the network is the work of Chaum [2℄ where the onept of amix is introdued.A single proessor in the network, alled a mix, serves as a relay. Eah proessor p that wantsto send a message M to a proessor q enrypts M using q's publi key to obtain M 0. Thenp enrypts the pair (M 0; q) using the publi key of the mix. The mix derypts the messageand forwards M 0 to q. This sheme has been extended in [10, 11, 13, 14℄ where several mixesare used to ope with the possibility of ompromising the single mix. For example, in theonion routing system [14℄ a proxy de�nes a route for a message through the routing networkby rapping the message with a layered data-struture alled an onion; the onion is passedthrough the routers as spei�ed by the onion, eah router whih reeives an onion peels of itslayer, identi�es the next hop in the route, and sends the peeled onion to the next router. Themix shemes operate under some statistial assumption on the pattern of ommuniation.If a single message is sent then an adversary that monitors the ommuniation hannelsan observe the sender and the reeiver of the partiular message. Another example for aproblemati ase is when all the proessors send a message to the same destination { in thisase the identity of the reeiver is revealed. A disussion on other mix-like systems an befound in [14℄.An approah based on \xor-trees" has been presented in [6℄. The sheme presented in [6℄�ts long ommuniation sessions during whih the data exlusive-ored with pseudo-randombits (that anel eah other) is transfered towards the root whih in turn broadast thearriving information to the nodes in the tree. The solution presented in [6℄ is an extensionof the DC-net approah suggested in [3℄.Our ontribution. We present deterministi and randomized protools for anonymousmessage delivery based on the buses metaphor. The protools di�er in the number of busesin the system, the worst ase traveling time, and the required bu�er size in a \station."Our �rst solution uses a single bus that traverses an Euler tour. The traveling time inthis protool is O(n). Our seond solution is a full ommuniation solution for whih twobuses traverse eah link in opposite diretions. The traveling time in this protool is thedistane between the sender and reeiver, that is, the protool ahieves optimal time. Ourthird solution is based on luster partition of the network; in this protool there is one bustraversing eah luster. The lusters' size in the partition gives time and ommuniationtradeo�s. 2



Our solutions do not rely on statistial properties for the ommuniation pattern. In oursolution, unlike the solution presented in [6℄, the proessors in the ommuniation networkare busy in the transmission only periodially. That is, a proessor is busy only when abus arrives at the proessor. Moreover, there is no need to store information (suh as theresult of xoring arriving bits) in memory between bus arrivals; thus, our protools are moresuitable for fault tolerant environments. For example, the sheme may be a base for a robustanonymous message delivery by retransmitting a new bus upon a time-out.Let us note two additional important properties of our sheme. First note that in ourprotools the buses traverse the network in �xed routes and �xed shedule, thus the adversaryannot learn whether there is any ommuniation between the proessors or not. In addition,our sheme an ope with an adversary that monitors any number of proessors.We also extend the sheme to ope with three extensions of the model: (1) protools thatenable anonymous broadast and multiast, (2) protools whih work even if the topologyof the network is unknown, and (3) protools whih tolerate Byzantine proessors.Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem statementappears in Setion 2. Two simple solutions that ahieve minimum ommuniation andminimum time, respetively, are presented in Setion 3. A solution that introdues a tradeo�between time and ommuniation is presented in Setion 4. Lower bounds on the possibletradeo�s between time and ommuniation are proved in Setion 5. Solutions whih opewith extensions of the model appear in Setion 6.2 The System and Threat ModelsWe onsider a network of n proessors, denoted p1; : : : ; pn, onneted by m ommuniationlinks. We use the ommuniation graph G(V;E) to represent our network, V is the set ofproessors and E is the set of ommuniation links onneting the proessors (that is n = jV jand m = jEj). We assume that G is onneted. Proessors ommuniate by sending andreeiving messages. The system is synhronous { there is a ommon global pulse (possiblyimplemented by synhronized distributed loks) that triggers (whenever the lok reahesan integer value) the proessors to send messages; messages sent in a ertain pulse arrive atthe neighboring proessor before the next pulse.Some proessor pi, alled sender, may deide to ommuniate with another (not nees-sarily neighboring) proessor pj, alled reeiver. Informally, our objetive is to hide the fatthat pi ommuniates with pj. That is, we want to hide the identities of pi and pj. See belowfor a formal de�nition. Furthermore, some of our protools even hide the fat that a mes-sage was sent. A protool that ahieves these goals is alled an anonymous message deliveryprotool. We note that the vast majority of known ryptographi tehniques fous on hidingthe ontents of the transmitted data, but not the fat that data has been transmitted.We onsider two types of adversaries listening adversary and Byzantine adversary. Thelistening adversary an monitor all the ommuniation links and also monitor the internalontents of some proessors in the network. The adversary is non-adaptive: Before theexeution of the protool the adversary hooses a set of proessors C � fp1; : : : ; png (we do3



not limit the size of the set). Later a pair of parties (or some pairs) exeute the anonymousmessage delivery protool. At the end of the exeutions the adversary should not know ifpi sent a message to pj for every pi; pj =2 C.1 This adversary is honest-but-urious, i.e.,it annot hange any messages, delete messages, add any messages, or hange the state ofany proessor. We next formally de�ne anonymous message delivery protools. For thisde�nition, we reall the de�nition of indistinguishable distributions [9, 16℄.De�nition 2.1 (Indistinguishability) Two sequenes of probability distributions, fVkg1k=1and fWkg1k=1, are polynomial-time indistinguishable if for every probabilisti polynomial-timeTuring Mahine M , every integer  � 1 and for every suÆiently large k,���� Prv2Vk hM �v; 1k� = 1i� Prw2Wk hM �w; 1k� = 1i���� � 1k :The protools we de�ne have a seurity parameter k whih measures the length of the keysin the ryptographi primitives they use (see Setion 2.1 for desription of these primitives).Roughly speaking, the requirement is that a Turing Mahine that runs in time polynomialin k annot know who are the sender and reeiver. The view of the listening adversaryontrolling a set C of proessors after an exeution of a message delivery protool in whihpi sends a message to pj is denoted by the random variable VIEWkC(i; j) where k is theseurity parameter. This view ontains all messages exhanged in the network and the loalinformation known to proessors in C, i.e., the random inputs they used during the exeution,the state of the proessors, and the seret keys they know.De�nition 2.2 We say that the protool is an anonymous message delivery protool if:Corretness. If pi sends a message M to pj then pj reeives the message.Anonymity. For every C � fp1; : : : ; png and every i1; i2; j1; j2 =2 C the sequenes of randomvariables nVIEWkC(i1; j1)o1k=1 and nVIEWkC(i2; j2)o1k=1 are indistinguishable.The Byzantine adversary is more powerful than the listening adversary. Like the listeningadversary, the Byzantine adversary an monitor the ommuniation links and the internalontents of the proessors of the network. In addition, for some parameter t, it an ontrolup to t proessors in the network. These proessors an insert messages, delete messages,or arbitrarily hange messages that they reeive (before forwarding the messages). Thatis, these proessors an deviate from the pre-de�ned protool. Again we assume that theadversary is non-adaptive. We do not give a formal de�nition of an anonymous messagedelivery protool in the presene of a Byzantine adversary sine it is quite ompliated.The de�nition is similar to the de�nition of seure funtion evaluation in the presene of aByzantine (maliious) adversary.We evaluate a protool by its time omplexity, its ommuniation omplexity, and itsbu�er omplexity: the time omplexity is the worst ase time required to transmit a message1If the adversary monitors the internal ontents of the sender or the reeiver, then it an identify thesender and the reeiver. 4



from a sender to a reeiver, the ommuniation omplexity is the maximal number of mes-sages that are sent simultaneously by the proessors in the network (however, these messagesan be long), and the bu�er omplexity is the bu�er size required for eah proessor to storeinoming and outgoing messages in eah time step. In our protools the bu�er omplexityis the number of seats in the buses that arrive simultaneously to a proessor.2.1 Cryptographi PrimitivesThe �rst ryptographi primitive that we use is enryption whih guarantees the serey ofmessages. That is, a sender an send an enrypted message suh that only the intendedreipient an derypt it. We will require semanti seurity { the enryption is randomizedand an eavesdropper annot distinguish in polynomial time between enryptions of any pairof messages. See, e.g., [7℄ for formal de�nitions. We onsider two types of enryption:Symmetri key enryption. Both sender and reeiver have a ommon seret key, whihis used for both enryption and deryption.Publi key enryption. The reeiver has a seret private key whih it uses for deryption.Furthermore, the reeiver publishes a publi key whih is used for enryption by anysender; an eavesdropper annot distinguish between enryptions of messages even if ithas the publi key.Typial symmetri key enryption shemes are faster than publi key enryption shemes;however they require every pair of proessors in the network to have a ommon seret key.Authentiation. The seond ryptographi primitive that we use is authentiation whihguarantees that if a sender sends a message to a reeiver and a third party alters this message,then with high probability the reeiver an detet this fat. Again we an onsider two types:(1) symmetri key authentiation in whih the sender uses the ommon key to authentiate amessage and the reeiver uses the ommon key to verify the authentiity of the message, and(2) publi key authentiation, known as signatures, in whih the sender uses its private keyto sign a message and the reeiver uses the publi key to verify the validity of the signature.See, e.g., [8℄ for formal de�nitions of authentiation and signatures.3 Simple SolutionsIn this setion we present two simple protools, one with optimal ommuniation omplexityand another with optimal time omplexity. In Setion 4 we will generalize the ideas of theseprotools, and present protools that exhibit tradeo�s between time and ommuniation. Inall our protools we metaphorially view eah message as a bus. The protools vary aordingto the number of buses in the system, and the way they travel in the ommuniation graph.
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3.1 Communiation Optimal ProtoolWe start with a solution with message omplexity 1, i.e., in eah time unit only one proessorsends a message to one other proessor. Using our metaphor, there is only one bus travelingin the system. We next de�ne how the bus travels in the ommuniation graph. First, �xany spanning tree in the graph. Next, use an Euler tour (that is, a DFS tour) of the spanningtree to de�ne a ring. The bus is rotating through the ring, and has n2 seats. Seat si;j is usedto ommuniate an enrypted message from proessor pi to pj; this message is enryptedeither using the symmetri key of pi and pj, or using the publi key of pj (depending whihenryption infra-struture exists). Eah time the bus gets to proessor pi it hanges eahmessage in the row of seats si;j either to an enryption of a message it wants to send topj, or to some detetable garbage whih is then enrypted for pj. Furthermore, pi hekswhat messages were sent to it, by derypting the n messages loated in the i-th olumn andignoring the ones ontaining garbage.By the semanti seurity of the enryption, a listening adversary annot tell whether aseat ontains garbage or a real message, i.e., it annot tell if two proessors are ommu-niating. Next, we state the ommuniation and time omplexities of our solution. Theommuniation omplexity of this solution is optimal { there is single bus. However, thetime omplexity is quite bad: it an take at most 2n � 1 time units until the bus reahesthe sender, and at most 2n� 1 additional time units until the bus reahes the destination.The bu�er omplexity of this protool is n2. We summarize the properties of this protoolbelow.Theorem 3.1 There is an anonymous message delivery protool with ommuniation om-plexity 1, time omplexity O(n), and bu�er omplexity O(n2).We emphasize again that sine there is one bus, most of the time eah proessor is notinvolved in exeuting this protool and does not need to store any information between twovisits of the bus. Furthermore, by Theorem 5.2, the time omplexity in any protool withommuniation omplexity 1 is 
(n).3.1.1 Reduing the Number of SeatsIn this setion we present a protool that redues the number of seats in eah bus assumingthat not too many messages are sent simultaneously. We modify the above protool whereinstead of assigning a seat for any soure/destination pair, the sender writes its message in arandomly hosen seat (deleting the previous ontents of the seat). However, the sender wantsto hide the fat that it wrote a message in some seat/seats, thus it hanges the ontents ofall the seats in the bus. To ahieve this goal, the sender enrypts the message using thepubli keys, in reverse order, of all the proessors in the Euler tour between the sender andreeiver. When the bus gets to some proessor, it replaes the ontents of eah seat by thederyption of the previous ontents under its private key. Next, if any message makes sense,then the proessor knows that this is a message sent to it, and it hanges it to a randomontents. Reall that we use a semantially-seure publi-key enryption; suh enryptionsheme must be probabilisti, and the length of the nested enryption, that is, after the6



multiple enryptions, is O(n).2 The sender appends dummy bloks to the enryption suhthat its length does not leak information on the intended reeiver. For more details onsemantially-seure enryption, see e.g., [7℄).The bu�er omplexity in the protool is O(n) times the size of the bus. To determine thesize of the bus that may serve well under this poliy we use the so-alled birthday problem(or birthday paradox). As an example, with probability 1=2 in a group of 23 random peoplethere will be two people with the same birthday. More generally,Claim 3.2 Suppose s balls are randomly and independently assigned to r bins. The proba-bility that all balls fall into distint bins is � e�s(s�1)=2r.Assume that we have an upper bound s on the number of messages that will be sentanonymously. Thus, if we take the size of the bus to be r = O(s2) then the probability thattwo proessors will randomly hoose the same seat is less than 1=4. If we take the size ofthe bus to be r = O(ks2), for some seurity parameter k, then the probability of a ollisiondrops to 1� e�1=k � 1� (1� 1=k) = 1=k.Of ourse, if there is a ollision then the �rst message gets lost. A possible way tooverome this problem is that the reipient sends an aknowledgment to the sender usingthe same seat. If the sender does not get the message, then the sender resends the message.The expeted number of times that a message will be sent is less than 2 even if the numberof seats is r = O(s2).3Theorem 3.3 Assume that there is some upper bound s on the number of anonymous mes-sages that are sent simultaneously. There is an anonymous message delivery protool withommuniation omplexity 1, expeted time omplexity O(n), and bu�er omplexity O(ns2).The above protool enables to send an anonymous-sender message, that is, a messagein whih the sender keeps its anonymity from the reeiver (simply by not mentioning theoriginator of a message). Now, if a sender pi sees that it resends a message many times,then pi an deide to double the size of the bus. However, pi does not want to reveal thatit is trying to send a message, thus it an send an anonymous-sender message to another(random or �xed) proessor to double the size of the bus. Similarly, a proessor that reeivesaknowledgments for several messages in a row an send an anonymous message to reduethe size of the bus.Another way to redue the number of seats is to assume that eah time the bus gets topi it will send only one message.4 In this ase, we an use a bus with only n seats: Eahproessor has a single seat si in the bus that an be used for sending a message to anotherproessor in the ring. The message M is enrypted by the sender in a way that ensures thatonly the reeiver an derypt M . That is, when the bus gets to a proessor pj it tries toderypt the messages in the n � 1 seats si, where i 6= j, and reeives the messages that itan verify their authentiity.2Here we ignore the seurity parameter.3The disadvantage of this protool is that when a sender does not get the aknowledgment then it knowsthat someone else is also sending messages.4Alternatively, if pi has more than one proessor with whom it wants to ommuniate, then it will use abu�er to store these messages; this will inrease the delivery time to O(n2).7



3.2 Full Communiation { Time Optimal ProtoolWe next present a protool with optimal time omplexity, however with bad ommuniationomplexity. In this protool two buses travel through every link { a bus in eah diretion.The nodes transfer seats from one bus to another aording to the shortest path riteria. Aseat si;j that arrives at a node pk is assigned to a bus that traverses the link attahed to pkthat is on a shortest path to pj. The seats that are transfered use the routing information,and may be transfered together with the routing messages that are repeatedly exhanged.That is, the ommuniation in this protool is \swallowed" by the ommuniation of therouting-update protool.As in the previous protool all messages are enrypted using the key of the reeiverbefore they are assigned to seats, and enrypted garbage messages are sent if there is noreal message. Thus, anonymity is guaranteed. Next we state the ommuniation and timeomplexities of this protool. The ommuniation omplexity of this protool is the numberof buses, i.e., 2m (where m is the number of edges in the graph). This protool has optimaltime for message arrival, whih is the number of links in the shortest path between thereeiver and sender. The bu�er omplexity of a node is the number of shortest paths thatontain this node. This number an be small or big depending on the ommuniation graph.For example, if the graph is a omplete graph, eah bus ontains one seat, and the bu�eromplexity of a node is the number of its neighbors, i.e., n�1, however, the number of busesis O(n2). The other extreme is a star, where the bu�er omplexity of the enter is O(n2)and the number of buses is O(n).Theorem 3.4 There is an anonymous message delivery protool with ommuniation om-plexity 2m and bu�er omplexity at most O(n2). The time omplexity between two nodes isthe distane between the nodes in the ommuniation graph.4 Time and Communiation Tradeo�In this setion we will examine more sophistiated protools that an be tuned up to tradetime and ommuniation. The �rst observation is that the full ommuniation protoolpresented in Setion 3.2 already presents tradeo�s between time and ommuniation: theprotool an use any onneted spanning sub-graph of the ommuniation graph with twobuses on eah edge of the subgraph. This redues the ommuniation omplexity but mightinrease the time omplexity sine the distane between two nodes in the sub-graph mightbe bigger. To obtain the minimum number of buses, the protool uses a spanning tree; inthis ase the ommuniation omplexity is O(n).We next present protools whih redue the number of buses to less than n. In theseprotools we divide the graph into lusters and onstrut bus routes within eah luster. Foronreteness, we hoose spei� partitions to lusters that are based on [5℄, however similarpartitions an be used as well (see the related work in [5℄).The partition sheme of [5℄ uses a spanning tree of the ommuniation graph, and parti-tions its nodes and edges to lusters. One way to partition the tree is a node partition whihresults in lusters with at least x nodes and no more than Æx nodes, where x an be hosen8



to be any value in the range 1; : : : ; n and Æ is the maximum degree of a node in the tree. Inthis partition neighboring lusters are onneted by a single link. The partition sheme thatwe will use is edge partition, that is, eah edge in ontained in exatly one luster. In thisase eah luster ontains at least x edges and no more than 3x edges, where, again, x anbe hosen to be any value in the range 1; : : : ; n. (In fat at most one luster is of size 3xand all the rest are of at most 2x.) Eah luster is a onneted sub-graph of the spanningtree, i.e., it is a tree that ontains O(x) nodes. In this partition two neighboring lusters areonneted by a single node.We now roughly desribe the edge partition sheme of [5℄. A rooted spanning tree isonstruted and eah node p is marked by Mp, the number of edges in its subtree. In eahiteration a node withMp � x, suh that for all p's hildren q it holds that Mq < x, is hosen.Then a subset of the subtrees rooted at p's hildren are seleted suh that the total numberof the edges in these subtrees is greater than x but not exeeding 2x. These trees form aluster, that is removed from the tree. Now, the numbers Mp realulated for the remainingtree, and the sheme proeeds to the next iteration. Note that if the number of edges in thetree is less than 3x then it may not be possible to partition the last remaining tree into aluster of x to 2x edges. For example, a root with three outgoing edges for whih the subtreerooted at eah of them is of size exatly x � 1 annot be partitioned as we require { henewe allow the last luster to inlude 3x edges.One the network is partitioned to lusters, we have one bus in eah luster whih per-forms an Euler tour on the spanning tree of the luster. There are at most dn=xe lustersin the graph, thus the number of buses, i.e., the ommuniation omplexity, is no more thandn=xe. If a message is sent from a node in one luster to a node in another luster then thismessage should move from one bus to another until it reahes the luster of the reeiver.That is, when a bus reahes a node that is part of more than one luster (reall that we usean edge partition), then seats are transfered from one bus to another. The bus in Cluster`has a seat si;j for every pi and pj suh that the simple path onneting them in the spanningtree passes through an edge of Cluster`. We next analyze the bu�er omplexity: For a givennode and a given seat si;j, there an be at most two lusters ontaining the node suh thatthe path from pi to pj in the spanning tree uses an edge from the luster. Thus, the bu�ersize of eah node is at most twie the number of simple paths in the tree passing through thenode. This number is at most O(n2). Sine the messages are enrypted using a semantiallyseure enryption, the anonymity is guaranteed.4.1 Bus ShedulingWe would like to minimize the time required for a message to arrive to its destination. Toahieve this goal, buses in lusters with a ommon node, should reah the ommon nodesimultaneously in order to transfer seats. We show how to shedule the buses to satisfy thisondition. Reall that we onsider a synhronous settings, where the bus traverses an edgein a single time unit. Furthermore, we use the fat that lusters have similar sizes. Let us�rst onsider an ideal ase, where the lusters have idential size. In this ase, we an startwith an arbitrary luster, shedule its bus, and whenever the bus reahes a node shared withanother luster, we start sheduling the bus of the neighboring luster. Sine we onsider a9



spanning tree then there are no yles and this sheduling is possible.If the lusters have di�erent number of nodes, we �rst shedule the bus in a luster Cluster`with the maximum number of edges mmax. Reall that an Euler tour in this luster will take2mmax time units. Then whenever the bus reahes a node that is part of other lusters, thebuses of the other lusters are sheduled. It is possible that a neighboring luster Clusterjhas m0 < mmax nodes, in suh a ase the bus of Clusterj will wait, O(mmax�m0) time units,for the bus of Cluster`, whenever it reahes the node that is ommon to Cluster` and Clusterj.The proedure ontinues in a fashion similar to the ase of idential size lusters.We next analyze the time omplexity of this protool. If the distane between node piand node pj in the spanning tree is d, then the path an pass through at most d lusters,and in eah luster it would take less than 2mmax steps until the message would pass to thenext luster. Thus, the delivery time from pi to pj is O(dx) (sine mmax < 3x, where x isthe parameter hosen in the edge partition sheme). In the worst ase the message will passthrough eah edge of the spanning tree at most twie and the delivery time would be O(n).Theorem 4.1 For every x, where 1 � x � n, there is an anonymous message deliveryprotool with ommuniation omplexity O(n=x), bu�er omplexity O(n2), and time om-plexity between two nodes is O(min(dx; n)), where d is the distane between the nodes in thespanning tree.Example 4.2 Consider a omplete binary tree with a \natural" partition into lusters.More preisely, onsider a omplete binary tree whose height is `a for some parameters `and a, and its number of nodes is n = 2la+1 � 1. We partition the tree into lusters of sizex def= 2a+1�1 where eah luster is a omplete binary tree of depth a. The distane d betweentwo nodes in this ase is at most 2 logn. However, the upper-bound of Theorem 4.1 is toopessimisti for this ase. Observe that any simple path in the tree passes through at most2 logn= logx lusters, thus the delivery time is O(x logn= logx) and the message omplexityis (n� 1)=(x� 1). See example in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A tree of height 3 partitioned into 7 lusters of height a = 1.
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4.2 Reduing the Number of SeatsWe an redue the number of seats in a bus, i.e., redue the bu�er omplexity. We use a buswith O(n2=x2) seats, a seat sk;` for a message that should be transfered from the k'th lusterto the `'th luster. In this ase only one message an be sent at a time from a partiularluster to another luster. It is possible that more than one proessor in Clusterk will tryto transmit a message to Cluster`. We use a probabilisti approah, where eah proessorin Clusterk that would like to send a message to Cluster` uses a random funtion to deidewhether to overwrite the seat sk;`. To ensure that overwrites are not observed eah messageis hanged at every node. To do so, every message is enrypted in a nested fashion, usingall the keys of the proessors in the route to the bus exhange node.5 Lower BoundsIn this setion we prove lower bounds on the time/ommuniation tradeo�s. As a warm-upwe start with the simple ase where there is one bus traversing the ommuniation treeaording to some Euler tour. This tour, whose length is O(n), traverses eah leaf of the treeone and there are at least two leaves. Thus, for any two leaves u and v the distane betweenu and v or v and u in the tour is at least n=2, and it takes at least n=2 time units to send amessage from u to v or from v to u. The next lemma generalized the above simple senario.It onsiders a protool where in eah time step only one proessors sends a message. Theorder of the proessors sending the messages an be arbitrary, it may hange in time, oreven be randomized. In this ase we onsider a very long exeution of the protool, whereproessors exhange many messages. We measure the expeted delivery time from pi to pj,where the expetation is taken over the many times that pi sends a message to pj.Lemma 5.1 In any protool with ommuniation omplexity 1, there are two nodes in thegraph suh that the expeted delivery time from one node to the seond is 
(n).Proof: A neessary ondition for transmitting a message from a node u to a node v is thatu sends some message on one of its outgoing edges. In eah time unit there is at most onenode sending a message. For any t, onsider the sequene of nodes that send messages inthe �rst t time units. (We do not assume anything about this sequene other than that itontains at most t nodes.) There is at least one node u that appears at most t=n times in thissequene. In other words, the expeted distane from two ourrenes of u in the sequeneis 
(n). Fix suh u and pik any node v. Assume that u wants to send a message to v onetime unit after eah time that it appears in the sequene. It takes 
(n) time units for u tosend a message to v.The above proof does not use the anonymity requirement of the delivery protool, but onlyrelies on the message omplexity. There is one deliate issue that we should elaborate. By theassumptions on the order of sending message, this order might depend on the transmittingparties (if we use the anonymity requirement then this assumption might be reasonable).The simplest way to get rid of this problem is to �x a vertex v in advaned, and assumethat eah other vertex wants to transmit a message to v one time unit after eah time thatit appears in the sequene. 11



Note that every protool with ommuniation omplexity  and time omplexity t an betransformed into a protool with ommuniation omplexity 1 and time omplexity t (sinewe onsider a synhronous system). Thus,Theorem 5.2 In any protool with ommuniation omplexity , there are two nodes in thegraph suh that the expeted delivery time from one node to the seond is 
(n=).The above theorem implies that the tradeo� in Theorem 4.1 annot be improved bya fator bigger than O(d) where d is the distane between the two nodes in the spanningtree. We next show that if we onsider the \natural" partition of the omplete binary treeinto lusters desribed in Remark 4.2 then we obtain message omplexity n=x and timeomplexity �(x logn= logx). The upper-bound is shown in Remark 4.2. We next show thatthis upper bound is tight for this partition. To prove this laim onsider an Euler tour in aomplete binary tree with x nodes starting from the root, and let v be the �rst leaf visitedin the tour. The distane in the tour between v and the root is 
(x). Now we onsider theomplete binary tree, and de�ne a sequene of logn= log x nodes v0; v1; : : : ; vlogn= log x, wherev0 is the root of the tree, and vi is a leaf in the luster of vi�1 whose distane from vi�1 inthe Euler tour of the luster is 
(x). Thus, the delivery time of a message from vlog n= logx tothe root is 
(x logn= logx) no matter how the buses are sheduled.6 ExtensionsIn this setion we show how simple modi�ations to the idea of the buses an ope withthree extensions to the model. The �rst extension is anonymous multiast and broadast,the seond is when the topology of the ommuniation graph is unknown, and the third is toa Byzantine adversary, that is, an adversary that an ause proessors to behave maliiously.6.1 Anonymous Multiast and BroadastIn this setion we disuss informally how to anonymously multiast and broadast a message.Anonymous broadast enables a sender to broadast a message to all proessors withoutrevealing its identity. To enable anonymous broadast the sender only needs to send ananonymous-sender message to some (�xed or randomized) reeiver pj, that is, a messagein whih the sender keeps its anonymity from the reeiver. This message will simply say\broadast message M to all proessors." Proessor pj uses any (non-anonymous) broadastprotool to broadast M . The protool of Theorem 3.3 enables anonymous-sender messageshene enables anonymous broadast. Furthermore, in all our protools where we alloate aseat si;j for sending a message from pi to pj (e.g., the protool of Theorem 3.1) we an adda seat s�;j meaning that some anonymous proessor wants to send a message to pj, in thisase the sender uses the nested enryption method desribed in Setion 3.1.1 to hide the fatthat it hanges the ontent of a seat. If there are not to many anonymous broadasts sentsimultaneously and the sender selets a random pj then this solution is eÆient.Multiast enables a sender to send a message to some subset D of proessors. We onsiderthree variants of anonymous multiast: (1) keeping the anonymity of the sender, (2) keeping12



the anonymity of the reipients, (3) keeping the anonymity of both the sender and thereipients. Anonymous-sender multiast redues to sending an anonymous-sender messageto a single proessor in the multiast set saying \multiast message M to the proessorsin D." Anonymous-reipients multiast redues to independently sending the message Manonymously to eah proessor in D. This an be done without any over-head in all ourprotools where we alloate a seat si;j for eah pair of proessors. Finally, anonymous-sender,anonymous-reipients multiast an be ahieved by independently sending the message Mto eah proessor in D using an anonymous-sender protool.6.2 Unknown TopologyWe onsider the senario where the proessors in the network do not know the topology ofthe network (for example, the network an hange periodially). The solution we proposefor this problems is to use a random walk on the ommuniation graph. More preisely,there is one bus traversing the graph, and in eah step the proessor holding the bus hoosesuniformly one of its neighbors, and sends the bus to the hosen neighbor. Aleliunas et al. [1℄proved that the expeted time of a random walk that visits all the nodes of an undiretedgraph with n nodes and m edges is O(nm). Thus, the expeted delivery time of a messageusing a random walk (in an unknown graph) is O(nm). This bound on the delivery time istight for some graphs, e.g., the so alled lollipop graph. However, it is too pessimisti forsome graphs, e.g., for a lique the expeted delivery time is O(n logn) (and not O(n3)).Theorem 6.1 There is an anonymous message delivery protool in a network whose topologyis unknown with ommuniation omplexity 1, expeted time omplexity O(nm), and bu�eromplexity O(n2).6.3 Byzantine AdversaryWe now turn to the ase in whih proessors are Byzantine, that is, they may try toadd/delete or hange messages in a maliious way. First note that the ommuniation graphmust be t + 1 onneted in order to tolerate t faults. Otherwise, there is a ut of t or lessByzantine proessors that an partition the graph into two isolated onneted omponents.We therefore assume that the ommuniation graph is t + 1 onneted, thus, by Menger'stheorem, for every two nodes there are t + 1 paths onneting them suh that there is nointernal node ommon to two of these paths. For every pair of proessors we �x suh t + 1disjoint paths. We desribe a protool in whih there are two buses on eah link, one in eahdiretion. When pi wants to anonymously send a message to pj, then pi authentiates thismessage using a private key ommon to pi and pj. Proessor pi sends the message over thet + 1 �xed disjoint paths, therefore the message will reah the destination through at leastone path with no Byzantine proessor. This ensures that a Byzantine proessor an notgenerate/hange a message originating from some sender in a way that is not identi�ed bythe reeiver. Thus, the Byzantine proessor an only drop messages. To ahieve anonymitywe use the mehanism of the full ommuniation protool desribed in Setion 3.2. Thenumber of seats in a bus equals to the number of paths that use this link in the bus travelingdiretion. The time omplexity from pi to pj in this protool is the length of the longest13



path amongst the t + 1 disjoint paths from pi to pj. In the worst ase this an be n. Wesummarize the properties of the above protool below.Theorem 6.2 Assume that the ommuniation network is t + 1 onneted. There is ananonymous message delivery protool against a Byzantine adversary that ontrols at most tproessors with ommuniation omplexity 2m, time omplexity O(n), and bu�er omplexityO(n2).We next disuss how to redue the number of buses. Given a ommuniation graph that isat least t+1 onneted, we will �nd a spanning sub-graph that is t+1 onneted and ontainsfewer edges. Finding a t + 1-onneted spanning subgraphs that has the minimum numberof edges is NP-hard. However, there are good approximation algorithms for this problem. Areent result [4℄ desribe an eÆient algorithm that returns a graph whose number of edgesis no more than 1 + 1=(t+ 2) times the optimal number of edges. In partiular, the numberof edges is no more than (t+ 1)n. This, however, might inrease the delivery time sine thelength of the t+1 disjoint paths might be longer. We summarize the properties of the aboveprotool below.Theorem 6.3 Assume that the ommuniation network is t + 1 onneted. There is ananonymous message delivery protool against a Byzantine adversary that ontrols at mostt proessors with ommuniation omplexity 2(t + 1)n, time omplexity O(n), and bu�eromplexity O(n2).Referenes[1℄ R. Aleliunas, R. M. Karp, R. J. Lipton, L. Lov�asz, and C. Rako�. Random walks,universal traversal sequenes, and the omplexity of maze problems. In Pro. of the11th Annu. ACM Symp. on the Theory of Computing, pp. 218{223, 1979.[2℄ D. Chaum. Untraeable eletroni mail, return addresses, and digital pseudonyms. Com-muniation of the ACM, vol. 24, no. 2, pp. 84{88, 1981.[3℄ D. Chaum. The dining ryptographers problem: unonditional sender and reipientuntraeability. Journal of Cryptology, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 65{75, 1988.[4℄ J. Cheriyan and R. Thurimella. Approximating minimum-size k-onneted spanningsubgraphs via mathing. SIAM J. on Computing, vol. 30, no. 2, pp. 528{560, 2000.[5℄ S. Dolev, E. Kranakis, D. Krizan, and D. Peleg. Bubbles: adaptive routing shemefor high-speed dynami networks. SIAM J. on Computing, vol. 29, no. 3, pp. 804{833,1999.[6℄ S. Dolev and R. Ostrovsky. Xor-trees for eÆient anonymous multiast and reeption.ACM Transations on Information and System Seurity, vol. 3, no. 2, pp. 63{84, 2000.14
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